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1. Introduction:
Nobel Laureate Tbni Morrison brings the genius of a master writer
to this personal inquiry into the signi丘cance of AHican-Americans in
the American literary lmaglnation･ In Playing ln the DarkI Whiteness
and the Literary Imagination her goal, she states at the outset, is to ･･put
forth an argument for extending the study of American literature...
draw a map, so to speak, of a critical geography and use that map to
open as much space for discovery, Intellectual adventure, and close
exploration as did the orlglnal charting of the New World-without the
mandate for conquest" (6). According to Morrison, white American
identlty Was formed by the common percept10n Of being the opposite
of the A缶ican slaves･ Through her examination and analysュs Of classic
works of American literature, Morrison sheds a new light on American
identity･ She states that the American identity is based on ideals that
can only be applied to whites･ African Americans can, for example,
hardly identify with the American ideal of freedom, because they
were brought to the country as slaves･ In her article寝On the Backs of
Blacks" Morrison explains further, that new immlgrantS COuld easily
gain the status of `Americanness''by recognlZlng blacks as the負other.''
"In race talk the move into mainstream America always means buying
into the notion of American blacks as the real aliens" ("On the Back of
Blacks" 145), Morrison writes.
Morrison con鉦ms that American identlty lS White, but argues that it
could not have been formed without an A血icanist presence･ Therefore
American identity, Just aS in the classic literary novels, is not 血ee of
race. In Playing 描 the Dark Morrison has fbcused her research on
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how whiteness is defined by not being black. This paper will aim
to discover if and how Morrison has used this approach in her own
literary works･ Therefore, I will partly examine Morrison's literary
works, namely her novels The Bluest Eye, Sula, Tar Baby and Beloved,
and her short story "Recitatif." All of these works in their own way
touch upon whiteness and African American identity, Which are
closely linked with each other･ In each of these texts, the relationship
between b一acks and whites, AHican American history and the concept
of beauty related to race, either is an important part of the novel, or is
the main subject. At the same time Morrison's major Characters are
always categorized as prqiectlng the evils of ``being a black woman''
for whom the situations are even more complicated. With the research
of Morrison's novels, Considering the essential and sensitive issue of
gender in the background, this paper will attempt to discover how the
characters in her novels are inHuenced and formed by what is generally
denned as essentially "American" in relation to "not being white" and
what are the predicaments for the black communities in ascertainlng
this identity.
2. Morrison's Investigation in Hの,ing in the Dark:
With her plOneering book Playing in the Dark: Whiteness and the
Literary lmaglnation, Toni Morrison chose to study the construction
of whiteness nom a literary historical perspective. The collection of
essays that the book consists of has brought Morrison to a conclusion
that has not been mentioned in the debate on whiteness before, namely
whiteness as an absence rather than anything else. Even though it
appears to be closely linked, this differs from the earlier mentioned
definition of whiteness as being Invisible. The latter has to do with
whiteness seen (or better said: not seen) from a white perspective,
whereas Morrison pays more attention to the involvement of AHican
Americans in the de角nition of whiteness. In her book she o庫en speaks
of "Otherness" and argues that whiteness more than anything comes
from not being ``black." Morrison explains that the whole notion of
American identity is based on her definition of the construction of
whiteness. She polntS Out in Playing in the Dark that,
Deep within the word …American" is its association with race.
American means white, and AHicanisti people struggle to make
the te- applicable to themselves with ethniclty and hyphen a丑er
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hyphen a龍er hyphen (47).
What Morrison precisely does in Playing in the Dark is to have a close
look at･ and to reread the American literary canon･ In the first part
of her book･ Morrison polntS Out that there is a general assumpt10m
amongst literary historians and critics that ``traditional, canonical
American literature is free of, uninformed, and unshaped by the
four-hundred-year-old presence of, first, African and then African
Americans in the United States" (4-5).~It means that black people
are assumed to have played no slgnificant role in the creation of
American literature and therefore the establishment of what Morrison
calls `Americanness''･ However, Morrison argues that an American
identity could not have been formed without an Africanist presence, or
American AHicanism･ Morrison describes the meaning Of these terms
as高an investlgation into the ways in which a non-white, AHicanist
presence or persona was constructed in the United States, and the
imaginative uses this fabricated presence served" (6). Morrison states
that whites believed that race was a natural phenomenon, instead of
socially constructed. It is this point Of view on blackness that has made
white Americans believe that blacks in classic American literature
were not present, Morrison argues. Also, literature in the United States
seemed to be far more concerned about the architecture of a負new
white man･" But Morrison states that she cannot understand that why
the blacks were literally not seen. Major literary works, which she
examines and analyzes later in her book, could not have carried out
the message they did, Without the inclusion of an Amcanist presence･
Besides that･ Morrison explains that "what became transparent were
the selFevident ways that Americans choose to talk about themselves
through and within a sometimes allegorical, sometimes metaphorical,
but always choked representation of an Africanist presence… (17).
Blackness is there even if one cannot see it.
From a historical point Of view, Morrison goes back to the beginnlng
of what we now know as "America･n In Playing in the Dark she is trylng
to nod out how whiteness was constructed in relation to the presence
of blacks･ According to Morrison, it started with the flight from the
Old World to the New World･ The reason why people from Europe
had chosen to cross the Atlantic was to escape oppression and because
they were limited in their Heedom and possibilities･ An escape Hom
the Old World meant an escape缶om poverty and oppression, whereas
the New World offered a limitless future and freedom.2 The American
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literature that was created in this period of time was an embodiment of
this prevailing sense and of the quest for freedom. Morrison states that
``the slave population･ it could be and was assumed, o鴨red itself up as
surrogate selves for meditation on problems of human freedom" (37).
It was the "otherness" that white Americans were faced with and the
notion of being di脆rent Hom or even the opposite of these black slaves
that contributed to the establishment of an American identlty･ The fact
that slaves were black and the settlers were white was an obvious and
visible difrerence･ but more important was the/ concept of slavery ltSelf･
Slaves, who were no誼ee･ reinforced the emphasis on Heedom･ Slavery
agaln Was Justified by the belief that blacks were an inferior race,
savage and uncivilized･ As mentioned earlier, all of these aspects were
present in American literature, but contrary to the suggestion that most
of the canonical literary works were廿ee of the racial issue, Morrison
argues that the Africanist presence was inevitably a core aspect in
these works･ She explains:
I want to suggest that these core concems-autonomy, authority,
newness and di胱rence･ absolute power-not only become the
maJOr themes and presump(low Of American literature, but that
each one is made possible by･ shaped by'activated by a complex
awareness and employment of a constituted AHicanism. It was this
AHicanism･ deployed as rawness and savagery, that provided the
staglng ground and arena 氏)I the elaboration of the quintessential
American identity (44).
The types of black characters Morrison examines include not
only the more individuated ones of Jim in Twainis Huckleberry
Finn or Nancy in Cather's Sapphira and the Slave Girl, but also the
unnamed and anonymous figures who silently pilot the boats of Poe
and Hemingway Or Serve tea in the drawlng rooms Of James and
Hawthorne･ Morrison contends that･ no matter how ancillary such
black characters might seem to the main plot, they do more than Just
lend their narratives a touch of racial verisimilitude or realism, They
in fact function as metaphoric representations of a much larger set of
societal issues that are associated with the contrastlng Colour of their
skin.
According to Morrison･ the formation of an Africanist presence
seems to have fbllowed a roughly three-part development･ The first
and least complex stage that of "hierarchic difference,… established
the Europeansi belief in their moral and intellectual superiorlty
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over AHicans. This belief enabled the enslavement of Africans, and
their status as slaves became a crucial factor in the reinforcement of
that di胸rence. Here the identlty Of the African is associated with
Ignorance, Wildness, savagery-clearly something forelgn and inrerior･
The second fundamental stage in the construction of race in
American literature is the use of the AHicanist presence as surrogate
for meditations on the nature of white social identlty. As Morrison
states in Playlng ln the Dark, "The fabrication of an Africanist
persona is reflexive; an extraordinary~meditation on the self; a
powerful exploration of the fears and desires that reside in the writerly
conscious.… (17). When early American writers represented African
people, they did not do so to discuss the historical plight of black
individuals and their ungranted rights, but to meditate on the nssures
and uncertainties that lurked within the construction of their own New
world･ The presence of an enslaved people served as the playIng held
for the imaglnation in the construction of freedom and autonomy ln
the new society･ Morrison缶nds this process of surrogacy most clearly
in the Romance genre･ While Romance as a whole･ she agrees･ was an
exploration of the contending fbrces and issues that were born in the
encounter with the New World, it was the black population that became
the element upon which these fears and questions were projected and
played out:
The slave population, it could be and was assumed, o鵬red itself
up as surrogate selves for meditation on problems of human
freedom, its lure and its elusiveness. This black population was
available fb∫ meditations on tenor - the tenor Of European outcasts ,
their dread of failure, powerlessness, Nature without limits･ natal
loneliness, internal aggression, evil, sin, greed･ In other words･
this slave population was understood to have o的red itse一f up for
renections on human血eedom in terms other than abstractions of
human potential and the hghts of man･ (38)
Throughout these meditations, black people were used to slgnify the
"darker" side of the American Dream, the side that consisted of failure,
power一essness , and exploitation 〟
The nnal stage in the construction of race is also highly metaphorical;
here blackness becomes a "fully blossomed rhetoric of dread and
desire" (64). African American characters or other configurations
of blackness are used to articulate a polarized phenomenology of
experience (purity vs･ sin, evil vs･ good, moral vs･ immoral･ etc･)
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whereby they are representative of either extreme. As Morrison
states, "I-I images of blackness can he evil and protective, rebellious
and forgiving, fearful and desirable" (59). Africans can be shadowy,
recalcitrant slaves on the verge of revolt, or they can be smiling, sel阜
mocking servants enabling the objectives of their white masters.
Morrison uses her concepts of presence and surrogacy ln Very
probing analyses of such works as The Narrative of Arthur Cordon
Pym, Sapphira and the Slave Girl, Huckleberry Finn, and To Have
and Have Not･ Through her interpretations ,of the racial dynamics of
these works, she o鵬rs explanations to such enlgmatic questions as
why Twain chose to end Huckleberry Finn as he did, and why Catheris
Slave Girl has been considered an artisticねilure fb∫ so long･ Here
Morrison comes to the conclusion that racial difference in America
can be seen in its literature. White writers created what Morrison
calls an imagined Africanist persona that was fed by stereotyplng,
metonymic displacement (colour co°ing), metaphysical condensation,
retishization and a dehistoricizing allegory (67-68). Morrison argues
that Africanness and Americanness are profoundly interwoven･
The general assumption is that the American identlty lS White and
Morrison is not contradicting this･ She is, however, polntlng Out that
the white American identity could not have been formed without an
Africanist presence･ This brings us to Morrison's general conclusion
on the construction of whiteness･ When she speaks of whiteness as
an absence, as has become clear Hom her book Playmg in the Dark,
she means a construction made possible only ln Opposition to an
A血icanist presence･ Whiteness is an identity that emerges only from
not being black. This means that Morrison sees the construction of
whiteness not only as an absence, but as something empty as well･
This is because Morrison suggests that whiteness, or better said: white,
has no meanlng･ It only gets meanlng When an AHicanist presence is
added. Morrison'S五mdings are provocative and sometimes tackle the
assumpt10mS that have soねr been made about whiteness.
As pointed out earlier, whiteness seen as being empty or absent is
di脆rent Hom whiteness seen as invisibility･ The latter is a common
definition of whiteness and suggests that whites do not consider
themselves to be white･ But Morrison polntS Out the opposite･ In
literature, and this can be pulled to a broader context, non-whites
have reinforced ''white feelings･n The presence of black people has
made whites aware of their white skin･ So whiteness is anything
but invisibility. Morrison states that whiteness, whether it is seen in
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relation to white supremacy or invisibility, cannot exist without a non-
white, or what Morrison calls an `AHicanist''presence. The term on
its own has no meanlng. It is, as she concludes "Whiteness, alone, is
mute, meanlngless, un魚thomable, pointless, Hozen, veiled, curtaiれed,
dreaded, senseless''(59).
3. American Identity and the Colour-Codes:
Morrison has expressed her academic v-lew On Whiteness in Playlng
in the Dark. A study of her literary novels will show how the black
characters in her novels are defined by not being white and how
Morrison has moved From this subject to more post-racial writlng m
her later works. The novels that will be discussed here are The Bluest
Eye (1970), Sula (1973), Tar Baby (1981), Beloved (1987) and the short
story ``Recitatif" (1993).
The Bluest Eye describes the effect of white percept10nS Of beauty
on a young black girl. Her impossible desire for blue eyes in order to
escape her sad reality eventually drives her to insanlty. In Sula the
lire of two women in a black communlty lS the centre of the novel.
Both women are inHuenced and formed by the community, but their
lives develop in different directions. Nel lives a life according to
white middle class standards. Sula breaks the rules of both the black
communlty and the white standard of living. Neither of the women
can find satisfaction in their choices. Tar Baby challenges the black
or African American identity. A young black woman, Jadine, has
accepted white cultural standards and views and has aqusted to the
white standard de缶nition of beauty. The arrival of the black dr荊er Son
challenges Jadine's life. He accuses her or rejecting her blackness. Tar
Baby marks a shift Hom the earlier mentioned novels, where white
is seen as the ideal form of beauty to a confirmation of the beauty
of blackness. Beloved is a tale about slavery, seen from the African
American perspective. White characters are hardly present in the novel,
but play an important role in the lives of the main (black) characters.
They are conHonted with their blackness on a daily basis through their
names (Paul D, a slave name) and their scars (on Sethe's back). More
than any of the above-mentioned novels, the short story "Recitatif''
involves the reader in Morrison's view on whiteness. In this story about
two women who meet one another as little girls in children's home
and keep on meetlng each other in later stages of their lives, Morrison
challenges the reader's prejudices about race. The intentional absence
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of disclosmg the skin colour of the female protagonists in the story
forces the readers to draw their own conclusion.
The analysュs in this paper of Morrison's above mentioned writings is
based on her view on the construction of whiteness that she describes
in her book Playing in the Dark･ This particular examination attempts
to discover how the characters in Morrison's novels are influenced
and formed by what is generally de魚ned as essentially `American''in
relation to not being black. The characters in Morrison's mst novels are
de缶ned by not being white, but it appears t舶t Morrison moves from
whiteness as the standard for blacks to a focus on African American
culture and ancestry where whiteness is pushed to the background as
an identincation for blacks･ This analysts Wm also identify Morrison's
concern on marglnalized black women in relation to the identlty.
3･1･ In Search or Black Beauty:
Toni Morrison published her first novel, The Bluest Eye, in 1970･
When it was published it did not get a great deal of attention, but
was later recognized as one of Morrison's major and most important
books･3 The novel describes the l蒔of the young black girl Pecola
Breedlove4 and is told from Claudia'S, the narrator'S, perspective･
Claudia looks back on her l礁in a black community in Lorain, Ohio,
in which Pecola plays a m町Or part. She represents the sorrow and
humiliation a black person in America can experience. Pecola is either
perceived as ugly (mostly by the black people in the community), or
simply as invisible (often by the white people she encounters). She does
not receive love Hom her mother. Pauline Breedlove is not treated well
by her husband Cholly and instead she turns to plCture Shows, where
white men were taking such good care of their women (95). The white
family Pauline works for as a servant is the embodiment of this desire
for white beauty and as a result, Pauline Breedlove is more affectionate
towards the white children of the family than her own children. Pecola
reminds Pauline of her own household that she hates. Pecola'Sぬther,
Cholly Breedlove, is an abusive drunkard who is suffering from the
consequences of a tragic childhood, based on his blackness･ He rapes
Pecola in an act of drunkenness, because he feels it is the only way he
can show his love for his daughter. Pecola gets pregnant but loses the
baby･ After numerous traumatic encounters, it is this last experience
that eventually drives Pecola to insanlty. Throughout the book, Pecola
is fascinated by a picture Of child actress Shirley Temple on a cup
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she drinks from in Claudia's house. She relates Shirley Temple's gold
blonde hair and blue eyes to her success and believes blue eyes would
o睨r her an escape Hom her tragic life･ Pecola's insanlty lS Symbolized
by the belief she has nnally received blue eyes･
The Bluest Eye describes what efrect white percept10nS Of beauty
can have on a black communlty. Whiteness dominates the lives of
the characters in the novel and it becomes clear how painful it can
be to long for something unrealistic as whiteness fbi a black person･
Agnes Suranyl underlines the importance of the white Hollywood
movie stars in the novel in her article "The Bluest Eye and Sula: black
female experience from childhood to womanhood･" According to
Suranyi ''the off-mentioned Elm stars in the text - Shirley Temple, Jean
Hallow, Ginger Rogers, etc - Serve to emphasize the omnlpreSenCe Of
the white gaze and its pernicious inHuence on the identity fbmation
or the psychologically weakest characters in the book" (Suranyi l1-
25). Pecola is that "weakest character" in the book. She is constantly
confronted with her blackness, and therefore perceived ugliness,
through her encounters with others･ The white storekeeper･ Mr･
Yacobowski, remses to touch her black hand when he is selling Mary
Jane'S5 to Pecola, because he relates her blackness to dirtiness. It
underlines Pecola's inslgnificance as a black girl and the attempt of
the white storekeeper not to see here Another important encounter is
pecola's confrontation with Geraldine. Geraldine has moved to Lorain
from the South and she is pursulng Whiteness in every aspect of her
life. This is shown in the way she dresses, the way she dresses her son
Junior and tries to hide his Afro hair, and the way she arranges her
household. She forbids Junior to play with "nlggerS… and encourages
him to play with white children･ When Pecola is魚Isely accused by
Junior of killing Geraldine's beloved cat, Geraldine calls Pecola "you
nasty little black bitch" (72). The fact that another black person points
to pecola's blackness, Confuses her and it is that part that hurts her･
It underlines her ugliness for being black and how a black person's
longJng for white beauty can result in racism towards one's own race･
The process of Pecola's traumatic encounters with others ends up ln
chaos, because of her quest for the impossible: blue eyes, eventually
makes her insane･ The Dick and Jane nursery rhyme at the beginnlng
of the book serves as a metaphor for this chaos.6 The Dick and Jane
book series was very popular with children Hom approximately the
1930s to the 1970S. The books were created to teach children how to
read with a lot of pictures and repetitive phrases･ Even though the Dick
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and Jane stories were popular, they, however, rei南)reed the idea of
whiteness as the standard. It was difficult for little black children to
identify with Dick and Jane; Pecola in The Bluest Eye is an example･
She does not have lovlng parents and a nice house, as is reHected in
the manner in which the nursery rhyme is used at the beginnlng Of the
novel The rhyme is repeated three times and by the third time ends in
a chaos of words:
Here is the house･ It is green and white･ Itha:s a red door･ It is very
pretty･
Here is the house it is green and white it has a red door it is very
pretty
HereisthehouseitlSgreenandwhiteithasareddooritisverynlCe
The chaos of words symbolizes the chaos of Pecola's life, but also the
chaos of a black person's life in general･ The rhyme shows how the
pursuit of whiteness can end up ln Chaos･
In The Bluest Eye racism permeates every fiber of those whom
it destroys; no aspect is too prlVate tO eSCape･ Even those aspects of
humanlty usually considered instinctuaLsexual drive and protection
of the young-are distorted or destroyed in Soaphead, Cholly and
Pauline･ The male characters'Combination of perverted sexuality and
diminished ability to protect･ makes them particularly damaglng tO
the little girls･ Soaphead preys financially on his whole communlty,
for example･ but he sexually abuses only vulnerable girls･ Cholly･s is
more obviously violent･ The interruption Of his mst sexual experience
by white racists teaches him to connect sex with power, violence,
and hatred･ In the novel's most horrific example of victims creatlng
a new victim･ Cholly tries to show love lbr his daughter, but he ends
up raping here Black women su鴫r these same losses too, though the
man虚stations are di脆rent･ Pauline's sexual loss is even greater than
Soaphead'S･ for she barely remembers sexual pleasure･ For women,
sexuality lS inevitably tied up with pregnancy, So that sexual attitudes
must inHuence motherhood･ The supposedly inborn desire of a mother
to protect her children has clearly been obliterated in Cholly's mother,
who abandons him･ Pauline also rejects her child, Considering her ugly
Hom the moment of her birth･ Withdrawlng all emotional suppor誼om
her daughter･ Pauline remses to believe that Cholly has raped Pecola･
Hence･ Pauline･ Pecola along with other female characters in the story
goes through the process of being clustered in the society･
Toni Morrison's novels are rich in black female experiences and
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her writlngS aim to be representative of black culture and universal･
Although Toni Morrison does not regard herself as a feminist, her
being a ublack" and "female" still constitutes a particular perspective
in her writlngS. She says when she views the world, perceives it and
writes about it, it is the world of black people that best manifests her
themes. Interrelationships among blacks concem Tbni Morrison most･
Her novels are rich in black customs, ideas and values, specifically
those of black women. The oppressive life experiences of African-
American women in a racist and sexisrculture are treated with a
distinctive voice in Morrison's works. The Bluest Eye is a good
example in this regard･
The insplration for writlng The Bluest Eye comes from Morrison's
conversation with a black girl during childhood･ Morrison suggests
that her thoughts about why that black girl prays fbi blue eyes are
stirred when the racial beauty of "Black is Beautiful''is reclaimed･
She says, it ``wasn't that easy being a little black girl in this country-it
was rough･ The psychologlCal tricks you have to play ln Order to get
through-and nobody said how it felt to be that l･･ ･] And I wanted to
explore `it･乃7 Besides a decade after the civil rights movement, The
Bluest Eye speaks powerfully of the gap that has developed between
those who have profited educationally and economically from the
movement and those who ユive in ghettos and whose lot the movement
has done little to change.8 The voice of the oppressed black females in
the marglnal society lS Silenced･ Morrison's The Bluest Eye articulates
the victims'voices. Being a black female writer herself, Morrison
quite Clearly identi丘es the double一marglnalization of black women in
the society-of being a black, and being a woman･ Pecola's crave for
white beauty basically Initiates Hom the lack of recognltion and love･
As said earlier, her mother withdraws all emotional support Hom her
and cares mostly the white children of the household she works･ Lack
of recognltion creates a series of psychologlCal turmoil in Pecola･ If
we compare Pecola with other black female characters in the story like
Claudia or Frieda, We will see that the latter two characters keep their
self esteem intact and are not haunted by the abnormal want of being
white. This is mainly because they have a carlng family to consult･
Care and recognltlOn in the communlty lS SOmething that black female
characters have been lacking. Not only the outside "whiter… world
attempts to marglnalize them, but also their very own communities do
not glVe them the proper support･
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ln The Bluest Eye the last paragraph is maybe the most powerful one:
This soil is bad for cenain kinds of 鱒owers. Cenain seeds it will not
nunure, cenain fmit it will not bear, and when the land kills of its
own volition, we acquleSCe and say the victim had no right to live･
We are wrong, of course, but it doesn't matter. It's too late (164).
This paragraph can be seen as a metaphor for the situation of black
people in America; how blacks do not stand a chance because they are
not "nurtured" or taken care by their own land･ The paragraph refers
not only to white hostility towards blacks, but also to black hostility
towards themselves･ The perceptlOn Of beauty and how beauty lS
related to whiteness is in line with what Morrison argues in Playlng ln
the Dal･k.
With her second novel Morrison moves from early female childhood
experiences in The Bluest Eye to the development of womanhood in
Sula･ Morrison describes this development through the friendship of
two very different women, Sula and Nel. The way the lives of these
two women develop in di鴫rent directions is slgn誼cant, because their
blackness and the unavoidable white gaze form them both･ However,
they experience it in di睨rent ways.
The opening Chapter of Sula, which describes the black communlty
of The Bottom･ a part of the valley town of Medallion, is very
important. Ironically, The Bottom is situated on the hills of Medallion.
But the魚ct that white people had sent the blacks to the hills and also
that "bottom" could have as much meanlng aS "low" or "inferior,"
automatically showed in what position blacks found themselves
in Medallion･ But the geographical position of The Bottom is also
slgnificant because the isolated place of the blacks has 氏)rmed a
close and intimate communlty･ It is in this communlty that Sula and
Neュ grow up･ The women in their family influence both women:
their mothers and grandmothers･ Helene, Nels's mother, is striving
to lead a life that is completely different from her mother'S, who was
a prostitute. Morrison herse一f has stated that for a black woman in
the first half of the twentieth century, if she did not want a husband
and children, prostitution was often the only road to freedom･ While
Helene's mother had chosen to be free, Helene rejects this choice by
the way she lives her life･ She is married with children and runnlng
a tight and organized household･ However, Helene feels that to reject
her mother･ she has to rqect her blackness･ Nel is therefore brought
up ln a family that embraces white middle class standards and rejects
blackness･ Helene, for example, encourages Nel to pull her nose so it
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will look nice when she grows up (55). Helene also combs Nel's hair
with a hot comb to smoothen it (55). Neュ rebels against her mother by
becomlng friends with Sula･ Helene does not approve of this Hiendship
because of the魚ct that Sula's mother was too black, or as can be read
in the book: "sooty" (29). The remark is symbolic for the life Sula
and her mother and grandmother live: the complete opposite of what
Net is used to･ Both Sula's grandmother Eva and her mother Hannah
have chosen to live freely, but have not made the drastic choice of
ending up ln prostitution. They live theirlives by their own choices･
Eva dominates the household as is described in the novel: "Eva Peace,
who sat in a wagon on the third Hoof directlng the lives of her children,
friends, strays, and a constant stream of borders" (30)･ Hannah mds her
short moments of joy ln Casual sex with men･ She refuses to become
emotionally attached and this behaviour teaches Sula that "sex was
pleasant and Hequent, but otherwise unremarkable''¢4)･ Sula's path in
life is the pursuit of absolute and total freedom･ Just like her mother･
she has casual sex with (mostly married) men and she leaves Medallion
to travel around. However, she cannot End satisfaction in her life; she
lacks emotional connection to another person, even to Neュ, as Sula
seduces Nel's husband. Sula eventually dies alone. Neュ feels limited in
her quest for identity by the way she was raised by her mother･ As a
little girl she already felt the need to nnd con血mation in who she was･
"I'm me. I'm not their daughter. I'm not Nel･ I'm me･ Me''(28)･
Besides her m劉Or COnneCtion to Neュ, Sula is also linked to Shadrack･
Shadrack su記rs Hom his invisibility as a black man, which eventually
drives him to insanlty･9 Shadrack serves as a soldier in World War I
but is completely neglected and ignored when he returns to America･
Morrison describes a personal story, based on true historical facts
on how African Americans were called to serve their country ln the
war, but were neglected by their country once they returned･ Sula'S
乱st encounter with Shadrack is marked by him saying "always" (63)〟
Based on Shadrack's life as a black outcast and Sula's rebellious life,
Shadrack's remark is a confirmation that they will always be black･
Agnes Suranyl Writes in her article that高Sula and Shadrack share the
painful experience of blackness and outlawry and are linked by their
lack of the ability to feel" (Suranyi, 18)I
With her novel S〟la, Morrison is showing how the white gaze and
white Ignorance Can have its e脆ct on black people･ She has done
this in The Bluest め,e as well, but in Sul° it becomes clear how this
condemnation of blackness appears in di睨rent ways･ The story of
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Neュ shows that adoptlOn Of white standards cannot erase blackness.
Neュ needs the blackness of Sula to confirm her own identity aS a
"black woman.''Sula experiences that the American ideal of Heedom
is not meant for a black woman. Her choice to live Heely, Without a
man and a stable household, is rejected by the black communlty and
not accepted by the white community. Morrison makes clear that the
identities of the characters in Sula experience ambivalence: how to
embrace blackness in a white dominant world.
According to Malin Walter Pereira, Mdrrison's novel Tar Baby
did not receive as much attention as it deserved.10 Pereira believes
that Tar Baby marks a shift in Morrison's writlng and that with this
novel "Morrison nnally breaks free from the need to focus primarily
on white ideas, aesthetic or othcrwise… (Pereira, 74). This part of the
articler will focus on how Morrison had left the white ideas with Tar
Baby and moved to a black aesthetic. Still, identlty Struggles remain an
important aspect in Tar Baby.
In her earlier novels, like The Bluest Eye and Sula, the characters
struggle with either white perceptlOnS Of beauty or white lgnOranCe･
In Tar Baめ,, One of the main characters in the novel, Jadine seems to
have accepted and adapted to white European culture and values. She
is educated at the Sorbonne Universlty in Paris, works as a model in
Paris and is engaged to a white man. White millionaire Valerian Street
nnances Jadine's education and Jadine appears to be comfortable with
being Valerian's and his wife Margaret's black showpleCe. In the house
of the family Street on a Caribbean island called Isle dos Chevaliers,
Jadine functions as a bridge between Valerian and Margaret, and their
servants Sydney and Ondine, who are Jadine's uncle and aunt. Jadine
basically keeps the hierarchy in order by being black and white at the
same time. However, Certain scenes in the book reveal that Jadine is
not as perfectly comfortable in her role and she appears to be. At one
point Margaret and Jadine talk about their hair. Jadine remarks that
she does not like her Afro hair and that she would prefer a haircut
like Margaret'S･ Jadine is obviously reJeCtlng a Part Of her blackness
here, but when Margaret says something about her A血o hair, Jadine is
uncomfortable. She is uncomfortable "with the way Margaret stirred
her into blackening up or universalling out, always alluding to or
ferreting out what she believed were racial characteristics" (62).
The arrival of drifter Son disrupts everything and everybody in
the house of the family Street and their servants. Son is black and
Margaret, who discovers him in her closet where he was hiding, points
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out his blackness to him. When she nods him she is so scared, that the
only thing she can blurt out is "Black" (77). She later also refers to him
as a nigger and it becomes clear that the thing which bothers Margaret
most about Son hiding in her closet, is the魚ct that he is black. Still,
Son does not seem to mind that he is conHonted with his blackness,
in opposition to Jadine. Son is comfortable with his blackness and this
aspect challenges Jadine's identity as a black woman who is livlng
according to a white lirestyle. In one of their nrst encounters when they
are alone, Son con五〇nts Jadine with her choice of "being white" in the
followlng COnVerSation:
…Rape? Why you little white girls always think somebody's trylng
to rape you?"
"White?''She was startled out of fury. ``I'm not...you know I'm
not white!"
高No?men why don't you settle down and stop acting like it.''(121)
Son ends the nght with the meaningful words ``I can smell you" (122).
Son is making clear here that Jadine may act as a white woman, he as
a pure black man can see through it though and will always see her
blackness. Jadine basically surrenders to her blackness when she and
Son develop a relationship. They move back to America, to live in New
York City. But Son cannot aqust to l混in the big clty and Jadine's
high-class friends appal him. He realizes that Jadine is still living
according to white standards even now that she is with him. When he
takes Jadine to his small hometown, she does not feel comfortable in
the close black communlty and they return to New York. A big nght
ends their relationship and Jadine eventually decides to go back to
Paris and marry the white man. Son fbllows her to Isle des Chevaliers,
but ends up ln the so-called swamp with blind horsemen. He is
determined to nnd Jadine, but the novel ends in the swamp, so it will
never become clear if Son surrenders to the horsemen or if he goes
aner Jadine.
With Tar Baby Toni Morrison moved in a different direction than
she did in her earlier novels. Instead of pursulng Whiteness, Jadine has
actually more or less become "white" in Tar Baby. The novel shows,
however, that the identity struggle does not end by becomlng White;
Jadine feels that her blackness stands in her way･ But the arrival of Son
makes her realize she does not want to reject her blackness completely･
Morrison shows that black people have got a choice. She shows this
with the fact that Jadine decides to go back to Europe. She is not
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condemned to her blackness, like Pecola, Sula and Net are. She has a
choice･ But by ending the novel with Son in the swamp, Morrison is
movlng aWay血om white ideas and she turns her attention to A血ican
American ancestry. The blind horsemen that Son encounters in the
swamp relate to an A后ican American fblktale of the blind horsemen
and the tar baby, hence the title of the book. By naming her novel ane†
an A什ican American fblktale and ending the story with it, Morrison
underlines the importance of black history and culture. White
standards and white beauty have become le'Ss important than in her
earlier novels. It seems that Morrison is trylng tO Say that even if blacks
¢r to be more speciEc: black women) have a choice, Or more choices
than they did in the past, they should never glVe up their black roots in
exchange for whiteness. This statement is reinforced by one of the last
pages of the novel, where Therese tells Son to forget about Jadine. "She
has forgotten her ancient properties… (308).
3.2. Repainting the Colours:
Her novel Tar Baby has marked Morrison'S shift from the African
American pursuit of whiteness to a con鉦mation of AHican American
culture and ancestry. Morrison has moved Hom there to what can be
described as post-racial writlng. The novel Beloved and most of all her
short story …Recitatif''move beyond racial lines to where white and
black perceptlOnS Of beauty are not relevant anymore. This does not
mean that being black or white has lost its meanlng in both Beloved
and "Recitatif･… The characters are, however, less formed by the other.
Beloved continues the earlier novels'exploration of themes such as
the black communlty, motherhood, and the relationship between a man
and a woman･ At the same time it enlarges the scope of its investlgation
by exploring each theme in relation to slavery･ The novel depicts a
group attempt to escape from slavery. Although several people die,
Paul D, Sethe and Sethe's children缶nd their separate ways to freedom.
In examinlng their lives as slaves, their escapes, and their experiences
in f十eedom Beloved jolnS One Of the oldest written AHican American
literary traditions, the slave narrative. With this novel Morrison has
departed the subject of identity formation related to white and black
beauty. Instead, she focuses on a slavery story, seen from the African
American perspective.
The story lS Centred on former slave Sethe. She is traumatized by her
history of being a slave. She lives in a house in the free state of Ohio, but
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she is still enslaved by the memories of her past･ Her two sons have left
her, her motherin-law Baby Suggs has passed away and her deceased
daughter haunts the house･ Sethe is len alone with her daughter Denver,
but one day Paul D shows up･ He is a former slave as well and from the
same plantation as Sethe was･ Sethe and Paul D become romantically
involved, but their relationship is seriously disrupted with the arrival
of Beloved･ The ghost of Beloved, Sethe's daughter whom she killed to
protect her Hom being taken back to the plantation, eventually haunts
Paul D out of the house, alienates Denver仔Om her mother and takes all
of Sethe's energy away･ In the end, Beloved is removed through exorcism
and Sethe and Paul D are able to try to settle down and forget about the
past･ It is captured in Paul D's sentence負we got more yesterday than
anybody･ W need some kind of tomorrow" (322).
Beloved explores the physical, emotional, and splritual devastation
wrought by slavery, a devastation that continues to haunt those
characters who are former slaves even in freedom･ The most dangerous
of slavery's e館cts is its negative impact on the former slaves'senses of
self･ a山the novel contains multiple examples of selralienation. Paul
D･ for instance･ is so alienated from himself that at one polnt he cannot
tell whether the screaming he hears is his own or someone else･S.
Slaves were told they were subhuman and were traded as commodities
whose worth could be expressed in dollars･ Consequently, Paul D is
very Insecure about whether or not he could possibly be a real "man,"
and he什equently wonders about his value as a person･ Sethe, also, was
treated as a subhuman･ She once walked in on schoolteacher glVlng his
pupils a lesson on her "animal characteristics." She, too, seems to be
alienated Hom herself and nlled with selFloathing･ Thus, she sees the
best part of herself as her children･ Yet her children also have volatile,
unstable identities･ Denver conflates her identity with Beloved'S, and
Beloved feels herself actually beginnlng tO Physically disintegrate･
Slavery has also limited Baby Suggs's seliconceptlOn by shatterlng
her family and denylng her the opportunlty tO be a true w龍, sister,
daughter, or lovlng mOther･
As a result of their inability to believe in their own existences, both
Baby Suggs and Paul D become depressed and tired･ Baby Suggs's
fatigue is splritual, while Paul D's is emotional. In Cornel West's book
Race Matters･ he defines nihilism in the black communlty aS負the
lived experience of coplng With a l蒔of horrifying meanlnglessness,
hopelessness, and (most important) lovelessness" (West, 22-23). The
nihilistic threat in the black communlty Stems nom white terrorization
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that penetrates black communities. The devastatlng e睨ct of this white
terrorization is basically the mental incarceration of black minds. This
white terrorization not only affects one's mind, but also one's heart. It
keeps black people Hom 請lly reaching their potential of giving and
reclprOCatlng love･ In Beloved the ghost of Beloved hauntlng Sethe
and the other characters in the novel represents the characters being
haunted by slave memories, which illustrates a nihilistic attitude
towards nfe･ Therefore they are not able to live life as a free person.
As a result of sharing their slave memories Sethe and Paul D are never
really able to live in the present; they are stuck in the paste However,
Morrison makes a shm to the future through Beloved'S exorcism･ The
novel reveals that she was forgotten "like a bad dream" (323). But
apart from closing the chapter of memories, Morrison also makes a
statement about slavery, about the absent presence of whiteness. The
role of whites in the novel is marglnalized, whites hardly appear in
Beloved･ But Morrison shows through the traumatic memories of
Sethe, Paul D and Baby Suggs that an absence can be very present. The
fact that Beloved was forgotten after she disappeared did not mean she
was not there anymore･ The same can be said about slavery and thus
about whites･ Morrison describes the history of slavery in America
from an Anican American perspective. The novel can be seen as an
answer to white versions of the history of slavery. According to Malin
Walther Pereira Beloved "is not focused on correctlng White versions
of slavery… (Pereira, 76). Pereira states that the novel is more about
focuslng On black characters and keeplng White characters as marglnal
as possible.
With Beloved Morrison moves away 柵om black identity struggles
in relation to white perceptlOnS Of beauty･ She goes back to slavery
and tells the traglC Story from an African American polnt Of view･
However, with this novel Morrison is criticizlng What she discovered in
Playlng ln the Dark, namely that African Americans were Ignored in
mainstream white American literature. Her statement that whiteness is
a result of not being black is revealed in Beloved by turmng lt around.
In this story we can see Morrison keeplng the whites absent or leavlng
them aside. As mentioned earlier, in Playing in the Dark Morrison
refers to some minor black characters in the mainstream contemporary
literary works that hardly have any Importance in the plot･ Likewise in
Beloved Morrison leaves the white community unSpeCined. Here the
characters are blacks with all their troubling existence in life and crave
for a better future in their own land as a true respected Americans･
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With her short story nRecitatif" Topi Morrison goes one step ahead
and illustrates what she questions in the preface to her book Playlng ln
the Da高, namely:
For reasons that should not need explanations here, until very
recently, and regardless of the race of the author, the readers of
virtually all of American Hction have been positioned as white.
I am interested to know what that assumption has meant to the
literary lmaglnation i ‖
The short story負Recitatir'involves the reader in the literary Imagination
of race and racelessness and challenges the reader's prejudices. In
that preface･ Morrison asks: "how is '1iterary whiteness'and ･literary
blackness'made, and what is the consequence of that construction…
(Morrison, xii)? According to Abena P.A. Busia "Recitatif is one of
Morrison's early attempts to address this question''(Busia, 103).
The story is about two women (One black, one white) who meet
each other as little glrls in a shelter and become close什iends in the
four months they are there together･ They keep runnlng Into One
another in di鴫rent stages of their lives･ Twyla and Roberta each end
up on a different part of the social ladder･ Twyla works as a cashier
and waitress and lives a sober life with her husband who is a nreman.
Roberta on the other hand is married to a wealthy man･ The reader
cannot find out which of the two women is black or white･ Twyla and
Roberta find out that while they have grown older they do not have
anything ln COmmOn apart什om one important memory they still share
and that is the accident of Maggle, an Old woman who worked at the
shelter･ Roberta and Twyla each interpret the incident around Maggle
di館rently･ The case is never settled and therefore Roberta and TWyla
can never settle their own differences such as their skin color and most
of all their di挽rent social circumstances･ The most important aspect
of the story is that the reader is made aware of his own prejudices
because the skin color of both women is never revealed. At the same
time the women in the story have prejudices agalnSt each other because
of their skin color. Neither of the women is uncomfortable with their
own race･ but they are constantly making themselves and each other
aware of their skin color and how to act upon it･ The魚ct that Maggie
was black according to Roberta has a deep meanlng for both of them.
"Maybe I am different now, Twyla･ But you're not･ You're the same
little state kid who kicked a poor old black lady when she was down on
the ground･ You kicked a black lady and you have the nerve to ca一l me
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a bigot''(2405). In "Recitatif" it is not just their own skin color which
defines both women, but also the fact that the other has a different
one･ As children, their mothers made Twyla and Roberta aware of
the other'S skin color･ Twyla's mother had said people of the other
race "never washed their hair and they smelled funny" (2396). And
Roberta's mother refused to shake TWyla's mother's hand･
Morrison is basically taking literary whiteness and literary
blackness away by not revealing the race of the women･ But by making
the reader aware of the魚ct that one of the two is white and the other
is black, she is placing the literary Imagination onto the reader･ This
results in a very uncomfortable confrontation with one's own racial
or racist percept10nS･ It is up to the reader to decide how important
race is in負Recitatif･''Instead of lettlng the characters in her novels be
formed by Morrison's definition of whiteness, the reader is formlng
the characters in員Recitatif''･ The short story was, as Morrison has
explained, an experiment to see whether race can be taken away.
Both Beloved and "Recitatif''are not directly concerned with the
discrepancies of race. And in both of these pleCeS Whiteness has been
largely Ignored as a superior entJty, or as a cravlng COlour for beauty･
Keeplng the race identities in the sumce, Morrison moves away紅Om
whiteness as the standard for blacks to a focus on AHican American
culture and ancestry where whiteness is pushed to the background
as an identification fbr blacks. This reflects Morrison's intention of
golng beyond the racial lines where whiteness can be synonymous to
blackness and no colour (i･e･ race) overshadows the other. The only
identlty that stands in both of these stories is freedom-a freedom
from all prejudiced representations of the black communlty in the
United States, where skin colour matters zilch･ This is something that
the blacks have almost never emOyed in their very own land･
4. Concluding Remarks:
Playlng ln the Dal･k: Whiteness and the Literary lmaglnation
expresses Morrison's views on whiteness. Through the analysis of
classic American literature, Morrison has come to the conclusion
that whiteness is absence･ Whites are formed by not being black and
therefore whiteness cannot exist without an Africanist presence･ In
The Bluest Eye a little girl's life is dominated by the pursuit of blue
eyes (meaning white perceptions of beauty) and it eventually drives her
insane, because as a black girl she will never reach that goal In Tar
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Baby a young black woman has fully accepted white values and beauty
standards, until a black man alerts her to the fact that she is reJeCtlng
her black ancestry. With both novels Morrison is sending a clear
message that the pursuit of whiteness can result in identity struggles
and even insanlty, SO "White月 cannot be the answer for the blacks･
Her novel Tar Baby leaves this impossible pursuit and underlines
the importance of African American culture and ancestry. With her
Beloved, and most of all with her short story "RecitatiP'Morrison has
once and for all erased the racial line. The characters in her stories
being formed as the "the other" is not a m劉Or tOplC anymOre･ Rather,
the main issue that Morrison advocates here is the formation of a free
state-free from all race-based prejudices･ The anomalous existence of
race and hatred should no longer terrify the other, nor should hamper
the psychological autonomy. And by afnrmlng all these issues in her
writings, Morrison is actually claiming a better position of her entire
communlty in the American society and also in the realm of literature
of which the black people has been deprived of丘)I a long tlme.
Throughout her novels, Tbni Morrison scrutinizes the predicaments
of black people who must缶ght the inferior social and economic status
in a "genderized" and "racialized''hegemonic culture･ Morrison
lodges a severe indictment agalnSt the dominant society fbi its umuSt
oppression of A舟ican-Americans. Blacks'subjugated culture is made
visible by her literary representation. She has given a Voice to the
black minority. As an African-American female writer, her writlngS
are abundant in information about black culture. Her responsibility,
she felt, as a black artist is to cultivate black cultural consciousness, to
enlighten and strengthen the values of black cultural heritage･
Black people are denied equality in American white-dominated
culture. Slavery treated black people as property or animals, not as
human beings with hearts and minds. Blacks have had a painmI history
of缶ghting 氏)I survival and liberation. When the social conditions of
AHican-Americans are reHected in literary wrltlngS, the theme of "lack
of Heedom''is dominant in the works of black writers. As Morrison
observes, the dominatlng theme since the beginmng Of this country
is that of ''not being free." Their history lS the struggle for freedom,
physically, politically, economically and psychologically. ReHectlng On
black history, Hmi Morrison in her essay ``Black Matters" remarks that
for four hundred years, African-American culture has been "absent"
五〇m American history. The presence of black people is made invisible
by mainstream society. Black culture has no consequential place in
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white-dominated literature･ Black literature receives little scholarly
attention･ There is a高vacuumのin American literary discourse fbr
which their voice is not heard.i2
As a black female writer in the racialized and genderized culture,
Morrison observes that traditional, canonical American literature
is free of･ uninfbrmed･ and unshaped by the four-hundred-year-
old presence of, first, Africans and then AHican-Americans in the
United States･ It assumes that this presenc/e･ which shaped the body
politic, the Constitution, and the entire history of the culture has had
no slgn誼cant place or consequence in the orlgln and development of
that the culture's literature･ Moreover, such knowledge assumes that
the characteristics of the national literature emanate from a particular
Americanness･ As Morrison says in her Playlng in the Dark:
…Americanness" that is separate五〇m and unaccountable to this
PreSenCe l･･ ･] The contemplatioT of this black presence is central
to any understanding of our natlOnal literature and should not be
pemitted to hover at the maIgins of the literaly imagination (4-5).
Topi Morrison perceives a vacuum in American white male dominated
literary discourse which excludes black presence･ "Black people have
a story･ and that story has to be heard･…13 Therefbre, She endeavors to
break the silence by telling the black people,s story'and bridge the gap
between white male-centered literature and black subjugated culture.
And sol by analyzing SOme Of her chronologically written works, uslng
the concepts that she polntS in Playing in the Dark, We can locate how
Morrison paints the true Amcan American spirit (the `Americanness,"
as she says)･ Indeed this is something that Morrison claims and
reclaims in her every new venture.
Notes
i ln her book･ Morrison explains that with Africanist people she uses the
term for "the denotative and connotative blackness that African peoples have
come to slgnify･ as well as the entire range of views, assumpt10nS, readings, and
misreadings that accompany Eurocentric learning about these peop一e,～ (7).
2　Morrison explains that not all immigrants had the same reasons to come
to the United States･ A big group had religious reasons and others were simply
seeking adventure or were driven by financial reasons.
l In her article白The Bluest Eye and Sula: black female experience from
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childhood to womanhood'', Agnes Suranyl explains that after the publication
of The Bl〟ei～t Eye in 1970, the novel received little understanding from the
readership･ The women'S movement was already well underway, but did not
recogmZe the novel for what it was･ The book was out of prlnt for qulte a long
time and was only re-discovered half a decade after its鉦st publication･
4　Morrison's choice of the name Breedlove is an interesting One･ Madam
C.∫. Walker, born Sarah Breedlove, was the first self made millionaire in the
United States･ In the early twentieth century, Madam Walker developed cosmetic
products Ib〟 black women to whiten their skin and straighten their hair. Madam
Walker was an African American woman and-jn 1917 she owned the biggest
company ever had by a black person in the United States.
5　Pecola goes to the store to buy Mary Jane'S, candy that is named after a
glrl with b一onde hair and blue eyes. Morrison describes Pecola's desire for the
candy as her desire for blue eyes; for whiteness･ For PecoTa,.'to eat the candy is
somehow to eat the eyes, to eat Mary Jane. Love Mary Jane. Be Mary Jane''(38).
b The Bluest Eye begins with an old nursery rhyme about Dick and Jane･
First言t is written the way lt is `supposed'to be written, with punctuations and
capltals･ In the second version, the capltals and the punctuation are removed･ The
third version had no spaces, no capltals and no punctuation･ It has become almost
impossible to read the verse.
7　Gbria Naylor,生A Conversation: Gloria Naylor and Tbni Morrison,''in
Conversations with Toni Morrison, ed･ DaniJIe Taylor-Guthrie (Jackson: U P of
Mississippi, 1994) 199.
8　For the discussion of me Bluest め,e and its relation with the historical
background, I am greatly indebted to Melissa Walker, "From the Great War to
Wor一d War II," in Down From the Mountaintop.〟 Black W)men's Novels in the
Wake of the Civil Rights Movement, ]966-1989 (London: University of Yale
Press, 1991) 47-60.
9　The story of Shadrack in this perspective shows similarlty Wlth Pecola
Breedlove's story in The Bluest Eye･ With the story of Shadrack, Morrison is agaln
showmg that ignorance and rejection by whites can lead to mental destruction and
eventually Insanity.
i('Pereira writes in his article "Periodizing H)ni Morrison's Work from The
BlueLt.i Eye to Jazz: The Importance of Tar Baby "that the novel was高the least
admired, least researched, and least taught of her novels･" Tar Baby has received
"little crltlCal attention.''
ll This is one of the last paragraphs in the preface to Morrison's book Playlng ln
the Dark･ In this paragraph Morrison mentions racial unconsciousness or awareness
in literary texts and asks the question what in皿ence this has on language･
12 Tbni Morrison states that the voice of black people is never heard･ History
and the academy can't really permit them to take center stage in the discourse
of the text in art言n literature. See Bill Moyers, "A Conversation with Toni
Morrison･" in Conversations with Toni Mt"risen, ed･ DaniIle Taylor-Guthrie
(Jackson: U P of Mississippi, 1994) 262.
13 Nellie Y. McKay, "An Interview with Toni Morrison," in Conversations with
TonL'Morrison. ed･ DaniIIe Taylor-Guthrie (Jackson: U P of Mississippi. 1994) 152.
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